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in mobile racing as opposed to handicaps of up to

EARLY CHAMPIONS

two hundred yards.
Given the paucity of races at the close of the

As discussed in chapter one, the Modern Era in

nineteenth century and the opening years of the

Australia and New Zealand harness racing has

twentieth century, it is difficult to make comparisons

been set at 1970, rather than 1950 as in America.

regarding the achievements of the earliest of these

This date more accurately reflects the dramatic

champions. In most cases, speed records are the

changes brought about through mobile racing and

only way to compare the greatest early performers.

the influx of the Adios and Meadow Skipper sire

Among these, the first champion pacer was the

lines. The champions discussed in this chapter

gelding Sir William Don, a winner of the Albion Cup

begin with those from the days of the earliest

in 1864 and the first Australian pacer to claim a

imports of American stallions to the decline of the

Standard Record. His 2:25 had been bettered by

Globe Derby line in the sixties.

only twelve American pacers at that time and

THE CHAMPION PACERS

Many Australasian pacing champions are worthy of
inclusion among the top ten for this hundred year
period and those listed in the tables below represent
performers that fulfilled a number of important
criteria.
The two major criteria considered were the number
of Classic Races won, which reflects success at the
top level, then the ratio of wins to race starts.
Special attention was given to victories in Grand
Circuit races, particularly the Inter Dominion
Championships, Hunter Cup and New Zealand Cup.

remained an unbeaten Australian record for thirty
seven years. In the eighteen nineties, Mystery
became the first mare to achieve the standard
before equaling the record of Sir William Don in a
time trial.
In 1908, the Australian bred Dan Patch became the
first Australian horse to time trial in 2:10, some
twenty four years after Jay Eye See had achieved
the feat in America. It was another twelve years
before Happy Voyage won a race below the 2:10
barrier. He went on to win the Melbourne Thousand
and become the first pacer to better 2:05 in
Australia.

Prior to the Grand Circuit races, the Sydney,
Melbourne and Brisbane Thousand in particular
attracted the greatest performers. Also considered
was the ability to continue over a number of
seasons from juvenile years to Free-For-All events.
A final factor was interstate or overseas success.
It should be remembered that the early Australasian
period was one in which long handicaps were
imposed upon the best of the horses, so that win
ratios are not as accurate an indicator as they are in
the Modern Era. It is interesting to reflect on what
champions such as Walla Walla may have achieved

HAPPY VOYAGE- FIRST AUSTRALIAN PACER IN 2:05

In the meantime, Ribbonwood had defeated all

This decade was closed out by New Zealand

comers in New Zealand and in 1903 slashed twenty

champion Great Bingen, the first Australasian

seconds from the New Zealand record to become

horse to pace two miles in under 4:20. He won the

the first Australasian pacer to win in 2:10.

Australasian Championship in 1926 and was a
close second in both the Auckland Cup and New
Zealand Cup from long back mark handicaps.
Dual winners of the New Zealand Cup continued
into the thirties with the first being the gelding
Harold Logan who won his second from the back
mark of sixty yards. He also won the New Zealand
Free-For-All three times and was the leading stake
earner in New Zealand for three consecutive years.
In his nine season career he won thirty one races.

RIBBONWOOD- FIRST 2:10 WINNER

Wildwood Junior won the 1909 New Zealand Cup
by forty yards, the greatest winning margin ever. He
repeated the task in 1910 establishing a new
Australasian two mile record in the process.
The mares were represented by the outstanding
performance of Adelaide Direct who was relocated
to New Zealand after being handicapped out of
contention in Australia. At age ten she time time
trialled in 2:06.4 on a grass track to take the
Australasian record. The following year she won the
1917 New Zealand Cup in Australasian record time
for two miles. In 1918 the Cup went to Derby winner

TRIPLE NEW ZEALAND CUP WINNER INDIANAPOLIS

The greatest pacer of the depression ravaged
thirties, however, was Indianapolis whose three
consecutive wins in the New Zealand Cup have only
been matched by two other pacers. He also broke
the New Zealand mile record.

Author Dillon who went on to win the New Zealand
Free-For-All three years in succession.

Between the world wars, the progeny of Globe
Derby came to the fore. Logan Derby won four

Man OʼWar, another of the champions racing prior
to the Great War, took out the Sydney Thousand
before being exported to New Zealand where he
became a dual winner of the Auckland Cup in the
early twenties. Two other champions that won dual
New Zealand Cups were Peter Bingen and the
mare Reta Peter, the only trotter to achieve this
feat.
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heats and a final of the Inter Dominion and retired
as the wealthiest son of Globe Derby. New Derby
won a feature race, the Ascot 500, in three
consecutive years before two heats of the 1936
Inter Dominion.

The mare Evicus was an Inter

Dominion finalist on four occasions. She won the
1936 Championship on points.
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Parisienne won the Sapling and both New Zealand
Derbys before taking the 1938 Inter Dominion
Championship on points. This helped her become
the leading money earner of the year. She later
founded one of the greatest maternal families in
Australasia. Lucky Jack completed this decade
with two New Zealand Cup wins, while Springfield
Globe took the 1939 Inter Dominion title.
The war years of the forties were lean for harness
racing, with feature races such as the Inter

AVIAN DERBY-FIRST 2:00 HORSE IN AUSTRALIA

Dominion Championship being suspended for six

The filly Argent became the only horse to win both

years. Two champion mares, Bandbox and

the New South Wales and Victorian Oaks and

Emulous, took the 1947 and 1948 titles and Single

Derby. At stud she produced the colt Gyro who also

Direct the last title of the forties along with nine

took out the Victorian Derby. Tactician won the

other classic wins. He was well traveled, winning

1955 Inter Dominion as a ten year old, then, as a

the Auckland Cup and Western Australian Pacing

twelve year old became the first pacer outside

Cup.

America to win a race in under two minutes.

Unlike the Inter Dominion Championship, the New

Radiant Venture won eighteen consecutive races

Zealand Cup was uninterrupted during the war

and the 1957 Inter Dominion Championship then

years. The mare Haughty paced a world record

went on to win the Hunter Cup the following year.

time over two miles when winning in 1942. She won

Another gelding, Uncle Joe did not reach the

a second New Zealand Cup from the back mark the

heights of the ten chosen for inclusion on the list,

following year then became the first Australasian

yet won seventeen races at Harold Park with many

mare to pace in under two minutes. Among those

from long back marks. He also set an Australian

she beat was Gold Bar who came back to take the

distance record that remained intact for fifteen

Cup in 1945, at his fifth attempt. He was also the

years. Leading trainer Bert Alley claimed Uncle Joe

first New Zealand pacer to win in better than two

could have given his other champion, Apmat, a start

minutes. The final New Zealand Cup of the forties

and a beating.

was won by Loyal Nurse in another world record

In New Zealand, Johnny Globe won both Derbys,

time for mares.

one by a margin of twenty two lengths, then the

After winning the Hunter Cup, Avian Derby went

1954 New Zealand Cup. This was his fourth attempt

undefeated through the heats and final of the 1952

and required a world record time from his handicap

Inter Dominion Championship to record twelve

of forty eight yards. He won a record fifteen Free-

straight victories. Soon after, he became the first

For-All events. His thirty four wins and forty five

two minute pacer in Australia when he time trialled

placings from ninety nine starts were most often

in two minutes.

from long back marks. He was the idol of the
crowds during the fifties.
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who won half of his seventy eight starts, many from
the back mark.
Another sixties champion, James Scott, was
notable for the number of track records established.
In 1962 he made a clean sweep of the heats and
final of the Inter Dominion in Perth setting records
for each of the three distances raced. He
campaigned in America but was struck down by a
virus and retired to stud. Two years later,
WORLD CHAMPION JOHNNY GLOBE

Minuteman took the Inter Dominion, followed by

One of Johnny Globeʼs great rivals, Captain Sandy,

two Hunter Cup victories.

was also handicapped out of most races except the

Dusty Miller won twenty seven races at Melbourne

Free-For-Alls, yet still managed fifteen wins from

headquarters and was twice runner up in the Inter

eighty five starts in New Zealand to overtake

Dominion final while Binshaw won two heats of the

Highland Fling as the all time leading money

1967 Inter Dominion Championship before winning

earner in the country.

the final by a record margin. Richmond Lass won

As well as two Auckland Cups, Captain Sandy was

three Oaks before taking the final Inter Dominion

the first dual Inter Dominion Champion. His lifetime

Championship of the sixties.

earnings of more than $87,000 were the highest

Daintys Daughter won the Western Australian

ever in Australasia.

Pacing Cup, broke the Australian mile record for
mares then established a world record over two
miles. Her great rival Radiant Oro won the Western
Australian Pacing Cup twice and won eleven of his
twenty one encounters with the mare.
In New Zealand the champion performers crown
belonged to Lordship. Winner of six of his nine
races and five classics at two, Lordship was the
most successful ever juvenile in New Zealand to
that time. He won the New Zealand Derby the
following year then became only the second four
year old to win the New Zealand Cup followed by a

DUAL INTER DOMINION WINNER CAPTAIN SANDY

The sixties saw the youngster Tactile become the
first harness horse to win six Derbys. He was
followed by a host of tough campaigners. Lucky
Creed established a record twenty four consecutive

New Zealand mile record.
Despite being plagued by leg injuries, Lordship won
a second New Zealand Cup from the back mark and
compiled a career total of forty five race wins, with
twenty nine Classic Race wins, over an eight year

wins, brought to an end by the tough Cocky Raider
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career. His sixteen Free-For-All wins surpassed the

handicaps and large fields as well as small tracks,

record of fifteen compiled by his sire Johnny Globe.

where winning was almost an impossibility.
TABLE 4.2 EARLY PACING CHAMPIONS- RATIOS

Career record
Halwes (1959)

45/61

.74

80/154

.52

Walla Walla (1922)

34/66

.52

Highland Fling (1942)

23/70

.33

Robin Dundee (1957)

25/119

.21

Lawn Derby (1930)

31/

NA

Ribands (1948)

41/

NA

82

NA

33/85

.39

Cardigan Bay (1956)

LORDSHIP- WON A RECORD SIXTEEN FREE-FOR-ALLS

THE GREATEST TEN PACERS

Ratio

Caduceus (1950)
False Step (1952)
Apmat (1953)

NA

For purposes of equity five pacers are chosen from
each country and as can be seen from the brief
analysis above, the ten chosen are in illustrious
company. The tables are listed in chronological
order for a clearer understanding of developments.

Finally, Table 4.3 lists the ten chosen in
chronological order. Selecting ten from such an
illustrious group of champions is almost impossible
and there are many others that warrant inclusion.

Table 4.1 ranks those pacers with more than ten
Classic Race wins. There is of course an obvious
bias toward those that raced later during this period,

The following brief career credits outline the
achievements of just the ten chosen. All but two
raced against the best outside their country of birth.

but the records of the two New Zealanders reflect
TABLE 4.3 EARLY PACING CHAMPIONS –BEST TEN

their long and illustrious careers.

Classics

Career

Ratio

TABLE 4.1 EARLY PACING CHAMPIONS –CLASSIC WINS

Walla Walla (1922)

13

34/66

.52

Classic Race wins

Lawn Derby (1930)

14

31/

NA

Cardigan Bay (1956)

51

Highland Fling (1942)

10

23/70

.33

Caduceus (1950)

36

Ribands (1948)*

13

36/

NA

Halwes (1959)

27

Caduceus (1950)

36

82/

NA

Robin Dundee (1957)

24

False Step (1952)*

18

33/85

.39

False Step (1952)

18

Apmat (1953)

10

Lawn Derby (1930)

14

Cardigan Bay (1956)

51

80/154

.52

Walla Walla (1922)

13

Robin Dundee (1957)

24

25/119

.21

Ribands (1948)

13

Halwes (1959)

27

45/61

.74

NA

* Does not include US record

Table 4.2 ranks the greatest performers in order of
ratio of wins to race starts. As already mentioned,

Of the ten chosen for this list, four are from the

many of the early champions faced enormous

Globe Derby sire line while another three have
Globe Derby on the maternal side. U Scott claims
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two, as does the ill fated Hal Tryax while Abbedale

LAWN DERBY 1930 (1:59.4TT)

has just one.

He was a class act from the beginning of his career,

WALLA WALLA 1922 (2:02.4TT )

with champion reinsman George Gath claiming he
was the finest of all pacers he ever saw. He won the
NSW Derby easily, despite being drugged, but his
greatest wins were as a seven year old when he
took out the Ascot 500 before a close fourth in the
Inter Dominion Championship final. He became the
first of many champions never to win this great race.

The racing career of Walla Walla was carefully
managed and involved traveling across large
distances between Queensland and Tasmania. The

The following year, in New Zealand, he made

feature events of his day were the thousand pound

history as the first horse to better two minutes

events that carried that title. Walla Walla won these

outside America when he paced a mile free legged

in Brisbane, Sydney and Launceston often from

in 1:59.4.The first two pacers to better two minutes

huge back mark handicaps.

in Australia were both sons of Lawn Derby.

It was a win from more than two hundred yards that

HIGHLAND FLING 1942 (1:57.8TT - $65,840)

led a newspaper reporter to coin the phrase ʻfurther
back than Walla Wallaʼ which found its way into
Australian folklore. Along the way, Walla Walla
lowered many track records, his standing start
record lasting twenty one years. He also broke the
Australian mile record on four occasions and set a
world record from the stand when racing in New
Zealand. Reinsman Jack Watts who later drove
Ribands, Captain Sandy and Caduceus rated Walla
Walla as the best of them all.

Still regarded by many New Zealanders as the
greatest Australasian pacer of all time, HIghland
Fling won in race record time on his debut at two.
His rogue barrier manners rather than any lack of
ability brought about many of his later defeats, yet
he still won two New Zealand Cups, with the second
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from the back mark, in world record time. He also

CADUCEUS 1950 (1:57.4US - $330,018)

shattered the Australasian mile record of Lawn
Derby. A broken leg forced his retirement as the
richest harness horse in Australasia just as a
campaign in America was being finalized.
RIBANDS 1948 (1:58.7TT - $82,385)

Probably the most travelled pacer in Australasian
harness racing history, Caduceus also became the
highest earning horse in Australasia, held three New
Despite being an unreliable beginner from the

Zealand records plus a world record, and became

standing start, Ribands won over thirty races in his

one of the most popular performers among fans.

first two seasons of racing, never missing a place.

Nicknamed ʻThe Mighty Atomʼ, Caduceus won the

At five, he went undefeated through the heats of the

New Zealand Derby, three New Zealand Free-For-

Inter Dominion only to lose the final narrowly to

Alls, an Inter Dominion Championship at his sixth

Captain Sandy.

attempt, and was three times a place getter in the

The following year he broke down after a convincing

New Zealand Cup. Including his American wins, his

win in the third heat of the Inter Dominion at

career tally was eighty two wins, with thirty six

Wayville. He joined his sire as another champion

Classic Races over ten seasons.

who failed to win the final. At six, he won the Hunter
Cup after conceding his rivals a sixty yard start.

FALSE STEP 1952 (2:03.2 - $188,542)

Ribands went one better than Avian Derby, when he
became the first pacer to better two minutes in
Australia. His time trial of 1:58.7 remained an
Australian record for fourteen years.
At seven, Ribands was taken to America where it
was hoped the mobile barrier start would overcome
his poor barrier manners. Although he did not meet
the best of the American pacers, his five wins
extended his career earnings to over eighty
thousand dollars.

False Step remained one of New Zealandʼs leading
performers from his two year old campaign through
to his four year reign as an outstanding free-for all
pacer.
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His eighteen Classic Race wins included the New

campaign in America. He defeated Bye Bye Byrd,

Zealand Derby, three New Zealand Cup wins,

then harness racingʼs greatest money earner, in the

matching the record of Indianapolis, and two Inter

International Pace and three time New Zealand Cup

Dominion campaigns.

winner, False Step, in the Good Time Pace. His
American earnings established him as the leading
Australian standardbred earner of all time.
CARDIGAN BAY 1956 (1:56.2TT - $1,000,837)

FALSE STEP HOLDS ON TO WIN ANOTHER FREE-FOR-ALL

He was twice the leading stake earner of New
Zealand before he raced in America as a nine year
old winning the USA National Championship.
APMAT 1953 (2:00.3US - $266,108)

The career of Cardigan bay reads like a soap opera.
A champion from the age of three until his
retirement as the first millionaire harness horse in
the world at twelve, he overcame major setbacks
along the way to become Australasiaʼs greatest and
best known pacer.
Following a life threatening injury after effortlessly
winning his first two heats of the 1962 Inter
Dominion in Perth, he returned to the track to
complete his career with forty four Classic Race
wins including an Inter Dominion Championship,

Racing in an era when only two Australian pacers
had bettered two minutes, Apmat was among the
first hundred Australasian pacers on the 2:05 list.
He was the leading point scorer in the 1960 InterDominion but had his colours lowered by Caduceus,
in one of the closest fought finals in the history of
the event.
His continual Free-For-All success earned him an
invitation as one of the first foreign pacers to
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New Zealand Cup and New Zealand Free-For-All in
the same year. He slashed the New Zealand mile
record prior to being sold to America.
In America, Cardigan Bay raced eighty seven times
over four seasons before retiring at the age of
twelve. He won thirty seven of these races against
the best Free-For-All horses in America, including a
win against Bret Hanover in what was billed then as
the ʻRace of the Centuryʼ. He was unplaced only
fifteen times in his career.
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ROBIN DUNDEE 1957 (1:59.0 - $229,272)

maternal family shows a strong Globe Derby
influence.
Not raced until four, Halwes rose to prominence at
six, winning the Tasmanian Pacing Championship.
His greatest feats came at age nine when he won
thirteen of seventeen races including all three heats
of the Inter Dominion Championship, during which
he set a world record for a standing start. He was

Winning by sixteen lengths on debut as a three year

withdrawn an hour before the final due to injury.

old, Robin dundee then won the Oaks and went on

Later in the season he set an Australian race record

to become both a sprinter and a dour stayer, despite

of 1:58.6 then time trialled in 1:57.3 to become

her diminutive size.

Australiaʼs fastest ever pacer at the time.

Injured in her first Inter Dominion, she later

THE CHAMPION TROTTERS

competed in three finals, with one of them resulting

As the Trotting Inter Dominion was only conducted

in the only dead heat victory in the event. She also

on six occasions prior to the Modern Era, the major

won a Miracle Mile and Auckland Cup among her

events considered in choosing the ten greatest

eighteen Classic Race wins and was the first

trotters for the early period were those races with a

standardbred to better two minutes in a race within

long history; the New Zealand Trotting Free-For-All,

Australasia. On three occasions she was runner up

the Dominion Handicap, the Rowe Cup and the

in the New Zealand Cup.

Dullard Cup.

She raced in America where she won moderate

Trotting has always gained greater support in New

races as an eleven year old. Her only successful

Zealand than in Australia and consequently the

progeny, Genghis Khan by Meadow Skipper, paced

greatest of the Australasian champions were bred

a world record for aged horses.

there. As a result the ten chosen contain more New

HALWES 1959 (1:57.3TT - $73,000)

Zealand champions.
Like the pacing champions, there are a number of
trotters that could make most lists of the ten
greatest of the first century of Australasian harness
racing. A number of these warrant at least a brief
recognition.
Among the earlier campaigners, Whispering Willie
won nine Classic Races including two Dominion
Handicaps and was three times the leading money
earning trotter in New Zealand.

The last of the early champions, Halwes represents
one of the earliest Abbedale sireline imports along
with a 3x3 cross to Peter Volo. His Tasmanian
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Of special mention is Wrackler, who was one of the
first Australasian champions of all American blood.
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By Wrack, the imported pacing son of Peter the
Great, from the American mare Trix Pointer who had
paced to victory in the 1919 New Zealand Cup,
Wrackler could have been included on either the
pacing or trotting lists. He won both New Zealand
Derbys and the New Zealand Cup as a pacer before

TABLE 4.5 EARLY TROTTING CHAMPIONS- WIN RATIO

Race record

#

ratio

Certissimus (1937)

13/20

.65

Ordeal (1951)

26/81

.32

Battle Cry (1949)

23/73

.32

Gold Horizon (1942)

20/66

.30

Recruit (1949)

17/69

.25

being switched to the trotting gait and winning the

Aerial Scott (1941)

14/58

.24

Dominion Handicap.

Vodka (1947)

16/95

.17

In the thirties Great Admiral won successive Rowe

Gramel (1957)

52/

NA

27/129

.21

Cups while the dual gaited Certissimus, the

Johnny Gee (1961)

wealthiest trotter of the year for the two years he
raced, won thirteen of his meager twenty starts

Finally, Table 4.6 lists the top ten trotters. Again they

before an untimely death.

will be discussed in chronological order enabling

Yet another who was converted from the pacing to

better comparison of earnings and speed records in

the trotting gait, Dictation won seven Classic Races

relation to the period in which they raced. The table

and held seven New Zealand records plus a world

includes early champions such as Fritz and Grand

record during his career.

Voyage who were virtually unbeatable by their
contemporaries, but did not appear on the earlier

TABLE 4.4 EARLY TROTTING CHAMPIONS

Classic Race wins

tables due to the lack of reliable records.

Gramel (1957)

25

Again there are a significant number of horses that

Grand Voyage (1913)

17

travelled large distances to compete at the highest

Tony Bear (1960)

16

level.

Carlottas Pride (1948)

16

Battle Cry (1949)

14

Gold Horizon (1942)

13

Johnny Gee (1961)

13

Recruit (1949)

12

Aerial Scott (1941)

12

Ordeal (1951)

11

TABLE 15.6 GREATEST AUSTRALASIAN TROTTERS

#

Classic Race

Fritz (1890)

Record

1

Ratio
NA

Grand Voyage (1913)

17

37/

NA

Aerial Scott (1941)

12

14/58

.24

Gold Horizon (1942)

13

20/66

.30

4

16/95

.17

Battle Cry (1949)

14

23/73

.32

Table 4.4 ranks those trotters with eight or more

Recruit (1949)

12

17/69

.25

Classic Race wins during the early period. There is

Ordeal (1951)

10

26/81

.32

a greater number of New Zealanders which possibly

Gramel (1957)

25

52/

NA

Johnny Gee (1961)

13

27/129

.21

reflects better breeding and racing opportunities.

Vodka (1947)

Table 4.5 ranks the greatest performers in order of
their ratio of wins to race starts.
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FRITZ 1890 (T2:13.0TT)

GRAND VOYAGE 1913 (T2:13.0)

Grand Voyage won the Victorian Sires Produce for
In 1896 a three heat series named the "Inter
Colonial Free-For-All" was staged, bringing together
the best four trotters and best pacer in Australasia.
This was described at the time as, the finest

two year olds at the prohibitive odds of twenty to
one on. Following this he was heavily handicapped,
being asked to win from as far back as two hundred
yards yet still managed fourteen race wins.

exhibition of trotting ever seen in Australasia. Fritz

He then raced against the pacers but, with limited

won in straight heats slashing more than ten

opportunities in Australia, was sent to New Zealand.

seconds from the Australasian Mile Record.

His race record win in the Otahuhu Cup was

This was to be the last time the five year old Fritz
raced in Australia, being forced to New Zealand by

regarded as the greatest of his thirty seven wins.
AERIAL SCOTT 1941 (T2:09.6 - $27,030)

a combination of interference from officialdom, an
antiquated handicapping system and his immense
superiority over his competition.
He was virtually handicapped out of races for fear
that other owners may leave the sport. Fritz lowered
the Australian record on six occasions before
leaving for New Zealand where he lowered their
record by almost twelve seconds.
The only blemish to his record was a celebrated
1903 match race with New Zealand pacing
champion Ribbonwood, when Fritz was beaten in all
three heats.

Winner of the Trotters Derby at three and the Rowe
Cup at four, Aerial Scott had his best seasons at five
and six, both years being the leading stake earning
trotter in New Zealand.
He won the Free-For-All both years and the
inaugural Inter Dominion Trotting Championship in
1948. He retired at nine as New Zealandʼs
wealthiest ever trotter.
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GOLD HORIZON 1942 (T2:07.6 - $36,620)

BATTLE CRY 1949 (T2:07.4 - $33,764)

Winner of the Trotters Derby at three, Battle Cry
Twice the leading money earning trotter in New
Zealand, Gold Horizon also won the New Zealand
Hambletonian and New Zealand Free-For-All in
consecutive years. His thirteen Classic Race wins

won in every season that he raced. After winning
the Inter Dominion Trotting Championship at six, he
went on to win the Hambletonian at eight, then the
Rowe Cup as a nine year old.

bettered that by any other trotter to that time.
He was twice the top stakes earning trotter of the
VODKA 1947 (T2:03.0 - $35,963)

year. His final win was in a feature race against
pacers.
RECRUIT 1949 (T2:09.6 - $26,490)

Another of the pacers turned to the trotting gait,
Vodka won the Dominion Handicap and New
Zealand Trotting Free-For-All before being runner
up to Battle Cry from the back mark in the Inter

First coming into prominence at four with eight wins

Dominion Final.

from eleven starts, Recruit went on to race another

Following a standing start world record from the

five seasons to compile a meagre seventeen wins

ninety yard back mark, Vodka became the first

but more than half of these were Classic Races. As

standardbred from Australasia to race in America.

well as the Dominion Handicap at five, Recruit was

Despite an arduous five week journey by ship, the

a dual winner of both the New Zealand Trotting

gelding became the first Australasian harness horse

Free-For-All and the Rowe Cup. The last of these

to win in America.

was from a handicap of more than one hundred
metres in race record time.
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ORDEAL 1951 (T1:59.3US - $67,063)

She won group races and established track records
in all three trotting states with her record around the
tiny Wayville track bettering the pacing record
established by Lawn Derby some fourteen years
earlier.
Her victories included two Dullard Cups and the
inaugural Australasian Trotting Championship. She
was narrowly beaten into fourth place in the Inter
Dominion Trotting Championship from the back
mark of thirty six yards. She also won three races in

Arethusa, the grand dam of Ordeal was a full sister

New Zealand and another three in America.

to Wrackler and had won the New Zealand Sapling
and Derby as a pacer. Ordeal herself was bred on

JOHNNY GEE 1961 (T2:01.2 - $64,490)

the impeccable Light Brigade-U Scott cross and
debuted as a pacer with no success. Converted to
the trotting gait she set a number of track records
and four New Zealand records before winning the
Dominion Handicap at nine and Rowe Cup at ten.
She was shipped to America where, in a time trial,
she became the first Australasian horse to trot in
better than two minutes. She started thirty four
times in America for nine wins.
GRAMEL 1957 (T2:01.2TT - $73,500)

Johnny Gee is the second of the greatest trotters on
this list sired by Johnny Globe, who for three years
was the leading sire of New Zealand. His dam
Atone was voted Broodmare of the Year in 1972.
Her fully American pedigree is strong, being the
grand daughter of the imported American mare
Esprit, herself a grand daughter of the immortal
Extasy, who had held the world two year old pacing
record for twenty nine years.
Johnny Gee won the New Zealand Trotters Derby
then continued his career for a further seven years
before retiring as the countryʼs wealthiest and

Although she won on debut as a pacer, Gramel was
converted to the trotting gait and became the fastest
trotter ever in Australia at the age of seven, a record

fastest trotter of all time. Although his win ratio was
not high, he began from long handicaps in many of
his races.

she held for thirteen years.
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